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1. ATP coro..ments- .. not ntnvL!,.",d HUltclldi7K;1l1 overrides Bayh-Dole for case-
by-case disposition of nn;,,~ ••·i,;;. r.·" .• t·,. rhis~tcnes th~ requirements
of the American T patent rights
away from universities.
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15, Drop. '11tlS language creates real confusior.. It implies that agencies can give
companies rights to software or trade secrets that. C!uvernmeni employees create without the
actual legal authority to do so, There is 110 real benefit to this language and it will really
confuse agencies and industry what you meant.

16, Accept This is a good point.
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17. Reject. This. mck".'rn;nr.;
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language is "".""''''ri,'
have \;lir;ensccl or
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19, Tris is
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sufficient
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